The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips : Hello. 
("Perfect Day" Plays) 
We're in search of perfection in today's Material World,for Britain's 34 million gardeners,that could mean a warm sunny day with the right blooms coming up in the right place at the right time,and a beautifully trimmed lawn at the heart of it all.but with the garden increasingly seen as an extra living room,what if the colour of the Delphiniums or the height of the Snapdragons don't quite set off the black Carnation or the blue Rose.Black Carnations? Blue Roses? Yes they're on their way courtesy of the geneticists,who may themselves be coming into bloom in the science garden,more about that later. 
This weekend as you're lying in the deck chair,gently tinkling the ice-cubes in your Pimms,perhaps the desire for a forbidden luxury might just overcome you. 
I know ice-cubes and Pimms would be terribly bad taste but I'm sure you get the point.But if there's anything more tricky than producing the perfect Carnation,it's creating the perfect blend of elements that go into chocolate,and crystallising them to produce that perfect melt-in-the-mouth moment.but the crystallisation process is at the heart of much more than confectionery,inks,dyes,medicines, fertilisers,virtually every manufactured solid depends on crystallisation for it's final production. 
[I'd like to see crystal healing done with fertilisers or chocolate,that would be a sight for sore eyes! -LB] 
The trouble is that crystal growth is sensitive to the smallest change in conditions.A tiny variation in temperature or humidity,and an entire batch can be rendered unusable,or worse a trace of an impurity may mean that what crystallises out has a completely different effect to the one intended. 
[I wonder whether crystal healers are aware of what impurities can do? -LB] 
It's a long way from the copper sulphate crystals that so many of us tried to grow in the chemistry sets we got as Christmas presents.Scientists hope that if we can understand the crystallisation process better,we'll be able to reduce error and increase control over the outcome.Two people at the forefront of this research are,Kevin Roberts,Professor of Chemical Process Engineering at Heriot-Watt University, and Peter Halfpenny,Senior Lecturer in the Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry at Strathclyde University.Kevin Roberts,let me start with you,it may surprise some people to think of chocolate as a crystalline substance,so could you start by explaining what is a crystal in scientific terms? 

Kevin Roberts : Well,the first thing that's important to realise is that crystals are really just in every kind of facet of everyday life,[So they are not special and do not have peculiar effects associated with them -LB] and I think to get a grip on that,think of life as we know it as composed 3 phases.Solids liquids,gases. 
[In fact Liquid Crystals and Bose-Einstein Condensate can be seen other phases.Cell membranes are made of Liquid Crystal (Ref:Video N20:Quantum Leaps "Hard Solutions")and apparently the brain makes use of Bose-Einstein Condensate (Ref:D.Zohar "The Quantum Self")-LB] 
Gas is the air we breathe,Liquid is the tea we drink and then solids.Now solids can be a range of types of structure,varying from very ordered materials at one end,a crystal,to very disordered materials at the other end a glass like we drink a glass of wine out of,and varying those properties from crystal to what we call "amorphous glassy phases" varies the properties.So for example if you take a plastic,you take something like polythene you have in your kitchen,if it has very little crystalline component it will be very flimsy,if it has a very high crystalline component,it becomes very brittle and you might find that in a plastic pipe for example. 

Trevor Phillips : So the essence is that actually,the molecular structure of crystals is just very,very ordered? 

Kevin Roberts : Yes,that ordering gives it certain physical properties,and of course the excitement in engineering crystals,which is my area,is that of course,if you can vary that ordering,you can vary the properties [Let's see a mystic do that,I don't thinks so -LB],and if you can understand that process,you can design the materials from first principles,molecule upwards. 

Trevor Phillips : Well indeed,how is that that we are beginning to think in this way of crystals, because,you know everyone has known forever what you do with a crystal,you know,you grow it out of copper sulphate don't you? 

Kevin Roberts : (laughs) That's right! But I think people don't think of the generalities,and I think that perhaps,you know,if you look at say,I don't know,pharmaceutical materials,they are solids,and solids we get (indistinct),solids are quite difficult materials to prepare,and a lot of our chemical industry is based on liquids and gases,you know,you pass a big petroleum refining centre and you see lots of big distillation columns,now that's just for boiling materials,but if we want to get to the exciting end of the materials spectrum,they're invariably solids,and solids have an enormous number of molecules. 
Just one basic piece of elementary chemistry,Avagadro's number tells you there are 10 to the power 24 molecules in a small item like a cubic centimetre.So,if you're trying to make that solid,you've got to organise all those molecules,that number of molecules,and you've got to do it rather well to get the properties you want. 
[But mystics just use impure crystals that have arbitrary qualities,and do not have any power to purify them or maintain their structure to be ordered -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : So that's what crystals do for us.How are we getting to see more of the crystalline structure now? Is there a new gear? Is there any new equipment on offer? 

Kevin Roberts : Oh I think there's quite a lot of new techniques for analysing crystals,for example if you let take the formation of crystals,a pharmaceutical compound for something reasonably hi-tech, we can now follow the crystallisation process,that's the process by which the crystal is made,in situ,in the reactor,as we are making it,and then we can look at what we get and we can design our process as it's going along,and that's really quite new,quite novel. 

Trevor Phillips : Peter I know that you're very keen and work a lot with a new instrument,certainly from my time,called the "atomic force microscope" is that right? 

Peter Halfpenny : That's right yes,we're very fortunate that in the last few years a number of exciting techniques have come along,which are changing the way that we can look at crystals,and the atomic force microscope is one such instrument is one such instrument.It essentially allows us to look at the surface of crystals at very,very high magnification,and the reason that we would want to do this,in the case of crystals is that the processes that are going on,on the surface of the crystal that control the growth of that crystal,occur on a very,very small scale.The molecules in the solution that the crystal's growing from,come out of solution,they attach themselves,not just to the flat part of a crystal face,but usually to the steps that are on are on the surface,and the problem in actually observing this is that the steps are maybe one or two molecules high,so what we're talking about here are features that are in the region of a millionth of a millimetre in height and that's very difficult to see. 
[Ref: Video G1: Equinox:Precisely in Profit;OU:Seeing with Electrons] 
That's where atomic force microscopy comes in. 

Trevor Phillips : Oh so they actually look,the surfaces to us look flat ,but what they are is a series of ridges,and new molecules attach themselves as it were to the riser on the steps? 
[So much for believing what you see with your eyes -LB] 

Peter Halfpenny : That's right,that's right and as more and more molecules add,so the steps spread across the face and that's actually how the crystal increases in size,in most cases,not all,but in most cases.If you can observe those steps,understand how they behave,then we have the possibility of controlling it. 

Trevor Phillips : Well indeed,this is the most important thing isn't it? Because crystalline growth is actually very sensitive and as I understand this is the point in trying to understand it,that it is so sensitive to concentration and humidity and temperature and so on,that the fact that understanding exactly how it works is the key to getting a precise kind of growth? 

Peter Halfpenny : That's very true,and I think understanding is the key to most things.But certainly if we can actually observe what's going on,on the surface and the atomic force microscope is just one way,but it's a very powerful way,if we can see what's happening,then we stand a chance of changing that behaviour.For example,if you put some impurities into the solution,these can attach themselves to the surface and slow down the movement of these steps across the face,and if you do that,you change the growth rate of the face,you change the shape of the crystal,and so if you can do that in a controlled way,you can begin to tailor the material and its properties. 

Kevin Roberts : I think,coming in there,if you know what properties for a material you might want to have,any kind of material,if you know the fundamentals of what's happening at the interface at molecular scale,you can then engineer a massive process.Like if you take Xantac a big block buster drug,that Glaxo-Wellcome make for example,that process is made in large reactors,and so if you bring together the fundamental knowledge from the kind of things that Peter does on the atomic force microscope,we know the fundamentals,we can apply that by monitoring that big large scale process and getting it to do the things we want it to do.That we,if you like,our value added on our chemical products comes as much from intellectual know-how,as anything else,and the more the intellectual know-how goes up,the more money we make,and the more competitive we are. 
[In other words, ideas makes the world go round,not money -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : Well,let's stick with that particular example.What would be the factors that you could vary and what would they actually do to the growth of crystals? 

Kevin Roberts : Well,we could vary the actuators in the process,so if we take a large reactor and we're making crystals,we do some chemistry,we've made a new molecule,it's in solution,if we lower the temperature of the reactor,it's probable that the solubility will be less and therefore the material will crystallise out.The rate at which we cool that reactor,the rate at which we stir the reactor all have an impact,and also the impurities in the reactor all have an impact on the properties of the particles that come out,and the down...what we call the "downstream processes" ,the next things we do to it,so we crystallise it,we make a suspension,we filter it,we dry it,we pop it in a bag,and it's there ready to formulate into a drug tablet or capsule,and if we understand all that process,from first principles,then we've got a chance of designing the drug properties.Talking about drugs just for a minute,that we might want. 

Trevor Phillips : Well let's talk about some other specifics not to do with medicine.I'm very interested in chocolate Kevin! What is happening here? How do we get the perfect chocolate? 

Kevin Roberts : Well,this is kind of like the first example I gave you of the plastics example.If you compare, for example,margarine or butter,it spreads very nicely,and that's because it has a very low crystalline component.If you look at chocolate,which is also full of fat,you find it's very brittle and it snaps,and it snaps because the fat component of chocolate which is about 30%,is very crystalline indeed,most unusual for a fat,and that is why it's such a unique product.Now to get that to be...that chocolate to taste nice,we need to get the structure of the solid phase fat into the right crystal structure,what we call the "polymorphic form".Fats have no less than 6 polymorphic forms and if you just...you can try this at home with a saucepan and a bar of chocolate,if you melt a bar of chocolate in a saucepan,and then let it slowly solidify,it takes an age,and that's no use for making bars of chocolate on the production line,so what we do is we cool it very fast,get it to crystallise and then we heat it back, to get the right phase,and the important thing with chocolate is to get the right phase that has the melting point that's the same temperature as your mouth,so that when you pop a piece of chocolate into your mouth,it immediately melts,the fat is just a delivery agent,plus the calories if you like,and the active ingredients,if you like the "yum" is the finely divided cocoa powder,that hits the receptacles on your tongue and you go "Mmm this is nice!".Get the melting point wrong and the poor old bar or piece of chocolate sits on your tongue slowly dissolving in your saliva and the delivery is much slower. So,chocolate although very...oh is a classic piece of modern molecular engineering. 
[It's such a pity then that it is taken for granted as just a consumer confectionery product -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : You've almost tempted me to rush out now and buy a bar of favourite one! 

Kevin Roberts : Try it yourself.........! 

Trevor Phillips : But that is clear that actually,if you get,as you say,if you get the crystalline structure wrong,you don't get the one you want.On pigments Peter,which I know is another one,you know,I'm not a painter,I would not have imagined,that actually there were crystals in pigments. 

Peter Halfpenny : Well, the colouring in things like paint and ink essentially is a crystalline component. The crystals are extremely small,very,very small indeed.But the properties of the paint in particularly the colour,the strength of the colour,depend very critically both on the size of those crystalline particles and also their shape.If you change the shape slightly you will change the strength of that colour,it won't....if it becomes too large,the crystal won't give you a colour that is really vivid,and in other ways,the particles shape and size can affect properties,for example the shape of a crystal can affect how an ink flows,and if your ink is too runny or too thick then for certain processes it would be useless.So again,controlling and tailoring the properties of the pigment particles is absolutely essential for many applications. 
[It's good too know that one can learn about crystals by watching paint dry! Which puts it on par with learning about maths by looking at wallpaper patterns -LB] 

Kevin Roberts : Just think of colour ink jet printers,there's a huge business there. 

Trevor Phillips : One of the things I noticed was this rather interesting point that there are some pigments that if you get one crystalline form they are say blue and another they're green. Is that right? 

Peter Halfpenny : That's exactly right,and this is a fundamental feature of solids,that their properties depend upon the way in which the molecules or atoms are arranged in the crystal structure.A slight change in that crystal structure can bring about enormous changes in physical and chemical properties,and the pigment example you gave,this is a very common pigment used for, particularly in automotive applications,and these two different structures which can be arrived at by differences in processing,have very different colours.Same molecule,just a different arrangement of them in the crystal structure. 

Trevor Phillips : What next Kevin? What more can we do? What new products might we see? 

Kevin Roberts : Well,I think we'll see developments perhaps in two directions.One in even more novel techniques,and I think the most exciting thing on the UK horizon is the development of our synchrotron radiation sources.Now synchrotron radiation is nothing special,it's just a very high intense radiation source,but the UK is building a world class facility which is called "Diamond",and this gives you the chance to look at these reactions as they're going on through the reactor.So I can take one of my large chemical reactors that I have in my Chem-Eng lab and I can take it...use synchrotron radiation to look right through the middle of it and start to see the kind of things that Peter sees in small crystals in his lab,right into the middle of a manufacturing process,and I think that's certainly an exciting step forward,now that's the technique side,and I think in terms of products,we're going to see very ,very cleverly engineered products,you know,drug delivery where you can make a formulation,such that you can deliver molecules at prescribed rates,instead of taking tablet every day,why don't I take one a year,and let it slowly release? Particles that are very tiny,so instead of injecting my drugs,I'm going to take them in an aerosol as we would do for asthma sufferers.But we could take a lot of our therapeutic agents that way. 

Trevor Phillips : Extraordinary stuff.Kevin Roberts and Peter Halfpenny,thank you very much indeed. 

Kevin Roberts : Pleasure. 


(Ground Force theme plays) 
Alan Titchmarsh: Charlie,call me a cab. 
Charlie Dimmock: Get your own! 
Alan Titchmarsh: No,you're supposed to say,"You're a cab".Say "Goodnight Charlie". 
Charlie Dimmock: Goodnight Charlie. 

Trevor Phillips : That's TV's most desirable duo,Alan Titchmarsh and Charlie Dimmock,who it's said are making gardening sexy.Well everyone likes to see a bud or two in the spring,and there are many once a year gardeners,who's principle interest is the bedding plant,but there are still millions of us out there,in all hours,at all times of the year,striving for the special effect we get from a display of Roses,Carnations,Delphiniums and so forth.Most keen gardeners,dab hands at cloning [Taking cuttings -LB],and cross breeding,are at some point frustrated by the limitations of the classic methods. Cross a red with a white and you can never be sure whether you're going to get pink,stripes polka-dots,or just more of the original.Naturally the geneticist have been putting their fertile minds to the problem and judging from the talk at the recent Chelsea flower show,it won't be that long before we see a genuine black Carnation or a blue Rose,two of the traditional gardeners holy grails,which have now been taken up by the new fangled geneticists. 
So what can an understanding of plant genetics do for our gardens? How far are we from genuine designer plants that smell and look exactly the way we want them to? I'm joined by Professor Sir Gillian Prance,Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew,and from Norwich by Dr Ray Mathias,a plant biologist at the John Innes Centre.Ray,what do we know about the influence of a plants genes on its flowers? 

Ray Mathias : Well,plant genes are extremely important in flower development,they control flower patterns,colour,shape,the structure of the flower,they have a very important effect upon the time at which the plant flowers,and also the number of flowers that the plant produces. 

Trevor Phillips : Is this one gene per characteristic? I mean can you isolate it in that way? 

Ray Mathias : Er some characteristics are controlled one gene and some of them are controlled by several genes. 

Trevor Phillips : And is it just the sort of flowers,or can you pick out genes for,I don't know,the hairiness of a stem or thorns or what not? 

Ray Mathias : Yes, the vast majority of the characteristics of plants are controlled by genes,either by a single gene per character or by several genes,and so our scientists are actually studying flowers,not because we are interested in pretty flowers,but because by understanding a bit about how complex structures like flowers are made,that helps us to understand how the rest of the plant is actually put together. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,okay when it comes to horticulture,flowers and so forth,you know genetical modification and cross breeding and all of that,it's hardly new,but it's pretty hit and miss isn't it, historically? 

Ray Mathias : It is,I think that's part of the attraction of it though,when you're trying to produce an attractive flower,what you're looking for is lots and lots of variation in flower colour and shape and so on,and so having something that's fairly hit and miss gives you lots of variety and then you simply choose the one or two best plants from the bunch. 

Trevor Phillips : So what's the advantage of what the geneticists are doing now? 

Ray Mathias : Well,there's not a great deal of work going on with biotechnology to alter flowers as ornamental plants,but there is a tremendous amount of work going on to modify crops and there the sorts of things that people are looking at are making crops more nutritious,safer,higher yielding, requiring less fungicide and pesticide application,less fertiliser,making them more resistant to drought and so on. 

Trevor Phillips : We're going to come a little later to talk about the sort of accidental or random distribution of genes,but there are ways in which you can introduce foreign DNA to a plant aren't there,directly? 

Ray Mathias : Yes,yes there are.There are several ways.There are a couple of ways that are really the favourites at the moment.One is the sort of brute force and ignorance approach of coating tiny gold particles with the DNA that carries the gene that you're interested in,and then using a blast of high pressure gas,to blow those particles into the cells of plant tissue,and then encouraging that tissue to grow and produce a new plant and during that process,the DNA that was surrounding the gold particles comes off,and some of it becomes actually integrated into the genetic information of the plant. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,anything more subtle? Anything sort of more appropriate for the BBC? 

Ray Mathias : Well,the other approach is more subtle because it's the sort of natural approach. There is a bacteria that lives in the soil which is a natural pathogen of plants,and it can infect plants through wounds that occur in the stems and leaves,and what it does,when it infects the plant,it naturally transfers a small piece of its genetic information into the plant and integrates it into the genetic information of the plant.Now the bacteria has very good reasons of its own for doing that.But what the genetic engineers have done,is to put into that piece of DNA,the genes that they want to transfer,and then they put that back into the bacterium,they can then infect pieces of plant with the agro-bacterium,that bug does what it does naturally,that is it transfers its piece of DNA,and with it goes the genes that we want to introduce. 

Trevor Phillips : Thank you.Gillian Prance,Ray Mathias has been talking about the way in which we now understand better I guess,the DNA in the plant world,and some of that is about how we change plants.Now you're job's principally concerned with preservation.But does this kind of new knowledge mean that we've got to rethink the way in which we classify plants,if they are so easily cross fertilised and changed? 

Trevor Phillips : Well we are using these technologies to make better classifications now.It's a very exciting time in plant classification because you can use the DNA and look at the genes,the individual genes and their structure and see how they differ from species to species,plant family to plant family, and last December a group of taxonomists that classify plants produced a new classification,that was based primarily on DNA structure using three specific genes.One in the nucleus and the other two in plastids,and this has given us a really interesting classification that in some cases confirms what the traditional classifications were,and in other places suggests some radically different changes.Now it is vital to get a classification as accurate as possible,if you want to use these plants,if you want to search for anything in plants.So we're very pleased that we're getting a much more predictive and accurate plant classification as a result of DNA. 

Trevor Phillips : Historically then,classification has been based on morphology,that is to say what they looked like,what we can see and so on.Now what is so different about....? Give me an example of the way that DNA has changed the groupings or the relationships between different plants. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,for example what has come together is something like the cabbages, brassicas, we found are related to the papaya.Now no one had suggested that before. 

Trevor Phillips : Wow! 

Trevor Phillips : Yet,when you think of it,once the DNA showed that,there is other very logical characteristics that hold together that relationship,they contain mustard oils,and no one had really put that together,that here all the different plants that synthesise mustard oils are in fact,closely related,and this is backed up by the work with DNA. 

Trevor Phillips : How interesting,and it also has some impact on the drug research that people do, doesn't it? Because I think you found that some plants which were thought not to be related at all produced similar or secrete similar kinds of substances? 

Trevor Phillips : Yes.That's exactly right.We have a very good example in that one of our chemists found an interesting anti-viral compound called Castonaspermine in the Morton Bay Chestnut,that grows in the rain forests of Northern Australia,and it was in small quantities in the fruit and so the question from our chemistry lab was "Well,what is its most close relative?".So they went to the taxonomists in the Kew Herbarium and asked "Well,what is the closest relative of Castonaspermum?" 
and they did some research,and they came back and said,"Well it appears to be another member of the bean family,Alexa,that grows in the Amazon rain forest.Now that seems most unlikely when you're thinking of an Australian plant that it's closest relative would be in the Amazon.We sent an expedition there and collected Alexa,and lo and behold the compound Castonaspermine was there in great quantities,and in the case of Alexa it's in the bark,in the leaves,as well as the fruit.So you've got a ready source,if this compound is developed more as an anti-viral medicine in the future,and that's because we have an accurate classification.Now that was made by comparing the difference between or the similarities of the pollen between those particular plants.But more and more we're accumulating these accurate relationships,so we can go and search for particular drugs particular agro-chemicals,through a better classification. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,I want to,before we end,I want to ask you about the Millennial Seed Bank,but let me just ask Ray something that's connected to this.Now Gillian's been talking abut the way that different genes might be found in different kinds of things that we hadn't previously associated with each other.But you've also discovered or shown that genes can jump from one place to another? 

Ray Mathias : Yes we have.This is quite well known from a number of different plant species.This jumping is actually very restricted in that these genes don't have a life of their own.They're not moving around jumping about like fleas,but they're moving around within the genetic information within individual cells and these are very special genes,they're designed to move about,and they actually generate some quite interesting patterns in flowers and foliage.But scientists are interested in them because as these genes move,they occasionally move into a gene that's doing something in the plant,it might be making red colour in the flower,and when the gene jumps,it damages the gene it jumps into, switches it off,and you suddenly have a plant that cannot make,in this example,red pigment in the flower. 
[So you don't even need background radiation to bring about mutations that cause changes -LB] 
Now if that gene has jumped say into a gene that controls flowering time or branching or plant height,then that's potentially very interesting to plant biologists,and because our scientists know what the jumping gene looks like as a piece of DNA,they can go to that plant that is showing this change in the characteristic,pull out the jumping gene and with it they get the gene that it jumped into.So it's a way for us to go fishing for genes. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay thank you,Gillian Prance,Kew wants to set up a millennial seed bank,we've got about 30 seconds,can you tell us what that's about? 

Trevor Phillips : Yes,it's to conserve the seeds of plants of the world,because plants are going extinct at such a rate,so our goal is to conserve seeds of every species in the UK flora by the end of this year,and to collect 10 per cent of the total species in the world and have them in a seed bank by 2010.it's a millennium project funded by the National Lottery [I'm glad something useful is being done with the money,seems kind of apt since what genes a plant gets is a matter of chance -LB],and it will be open to the public to see from about September of next year. 

Trevor Phillips : Well that's tremendously ambitious and a very worthwhile project if I may say so.Gillian Prance and Ray Mathias,thank you very much.Now with the last solar eclipse of the millennium about to fall,some of you may already have booked your place in the sun.As the Sun,the newspaper might say,"Why is is it so big and so hot,and why does it have spots?",your questions answered here on the Material World next week. 















